## 2022-2023 Youth Repertory Orchestra Schedule

**Seating Auditions Due:** August 19, 2022  
**First Rehearsal:** Saturday, September 10, 2022  
**Weekly Rehearsals:** Saturday 1:10-3:00

**Concerts:**  
- Monday, December 19  
- Tuesday, March 7  
- Sunday, May 7

**Absences:** You will be required to submit an Absence Request Form at least two weeks prior to an absence.  
- No more than 3 absences per semester are allowed.  
- Attendance at the dress rehearsal is mandatory to participate in the concert.  
- All concerts are mandatory.

### September
- 10: YRO rehearsals begin  
- 17: YRO rehearsal  
- 24: YRO rehearsal

### October
- 1: YRO rehearsal  
- 8: YRO rehearsal  
- 15: YRO rehearsal  
- 22: YRO rehearsal  
- 29: YRO rehearsal

### November
- 5: YRO rehearsal  
- 12: YRO rehearsal  
- 19: YRO rehearsal  
- 26: No YRO rehearsal

### December
- 3: YRO rehearsal  
- 10: YRO rehearsal  
- 17: YRO rehearsal  
- 19: YRO concert  
- 24: No YRO rehearsal  
- 31: No YRO rehearsal

### January
- 7: No YRO rehearsal  
- 14: YRO rehearsal  
- 21: YRO rehearsal  
- 28: YRO rehearsal

### February
- 4: YRO rehearsal  
- 11: YRO rehearsal  
- 18: No YRO rehearsal  
- 25: YRO rehearsal

### March
- 4: YRO rehearsal  
- 7: YRO concert  
- 11: YRO rehearsal  
- 18: YRO rehearsal  
- 25: YRO rehearsal

### April
- 1: YRO rehearsal  
- 8: YRO rehearsal  
- 15: YRO rehearsal  
- 22: YRO rehearsal  
- 29: YRO rehearsal

### May
- 6: YRO rehearsal  
- 7: YRO concert

---

All dates are subject to change.  
Confirmed as of 6/8/22